Tram TCMC

- Tram line to la Gravière completed end of 2009
- Tram to CERN completed end 2010
- Section from la Gravière to CERN may be completed at a later date

See map (not up-to-date)
Tram TCMC (2)

• Work starts in February 2009 on the section between the Route du Mandement / Route de Meyrin junction to CERN
  – Roundabout in place of lights at the junction
  – Roundabout at CERN entrance A
  – Work on the road to prepare for tram passage
    • Traffic will circulate on North side of the road (side of Globe) until August
    • Will circulate on South side from then
Tram TCMC (3)

• Later in 2009, exit (and entry) at entrance B from the “parking des drapeaux” will be closed, only the bus will exit there, with a barrier to stop other traffic

• See Map

• See Generic plans (may change)
Tram TCMC (4)

- Work scheduled to finish December 2009
- Work will start on the section Meyrin Village - rte du Mandement once this work is completed
Tram TCMC (5)

• In January 2009 the French Authorities will begin to study the continuation on French territory to St. Genis
• Work foreseen to start mid-2010
• Completion to St. Genis foreseen end 2012